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Introduction

1. The notion of "completeness" is usually defined only for metric spaces

(cf. for instance [1], p. 103). This seems reasonable, because this notion

necessarily involves a certain "uniformity of the topology" of the space under

consideration. Indeed, the definition of "completeness" is as follows:

Definition I. If M is a space in which there is defined a metric dist (J, g)

satisfying the usual postulates for distance ([l], p. 94), then a sequence F:

fx,f2, ■ • • is fundamental if, for every 5>0, there exists an «i = «i(5) such that

m, ns^nx imply dist (fm, /„) < b ; and F is convergent if there exists an f such

that, for every 5>0, there exists an n2 = n2(b) such that n^n2 implies dist

(/,/„) <b. M is complete if every fundamental sequence is convergent.

The need of uniformity in M arises from the fact that the elements of a

fundamental sequence are postulated to be "near to each other," and not

near to any fixed point. As a general topological space (cf. for instance [l],

pp. 226-232) has no property which lends itself to the definition of such a

"uniformity," it is improbable that a reasonable notion of "completeness"

could be defined in it.

However, linear spaces (cf. [1], pp. 95-97, and Definition 1 in this paper),

even if only topological, afford a possibility of "uniformization" for their

topology: because of their homogeneity everything can be discussed in the

neighborhood of 0. Thus one might introduce

Definition I'. If L is a linear space (cf. above) with a topology (c/. [l],

pp. 226-232; of course the "linear" operations of [a a real number] and f+g

are supposed to be continuous), then a sequence fx, f2, • • ■ is fundamental if,

for every neighborhood U of 0 izero), there exists an nx = nx(U) such that

m, n^nx imply fm—fntU;\ and convergent ifan fcan be found so that for every

neighborhood U of 0 there exists an n2 = n2iU) such that n^n2 implies f—f„eU.

L is complete if every fundamental sequence is convergent.

* Presented to the Society, December 28, 1934; received by the editors June 7, 1934.

t The fact that an element x belongs to a set 5 will be denoted by xeS (not by xC S), while TC S

will mean that the set T is a subset of the set S. Other set-theoretical notations will be used : the sum

of a set (S, T, • • • ) of sets is@(5, T, ■ • • ), the product (that is, the common part of the elements)

of (S, T, ■ ■ • ) is^S, T, • • • ), and the complementary set to S is65. (These are not the notations

of [1].)
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This coincides with the previous definition if one defines, as usual, the

neighborhoods of a point /0 in the linear-metric case (in which dist (/, g) =

dist (J-g, 0)=dist if-g)) as spheres S(f0; 5): dist (/*,/„)= dist 0/-/o)<5,
i>0.

Another important notion is "total boundedness" (cf. [l], p. 108). We

give the usual definition in the metric case and the generalization for the

linear-topological case :

Definition II. If M is a space in which a metric dist if, g) is defined (c/.

above), a set S cM is totally bounded if, for every 5 > 0, there exist a finite num-

ber of spheres SÇfi) 5), • • • , Sifn; 8) (o/ course n, fi, ■ ■ ■ , /„ all depend on b)

such thatMc<SiSifi; Ô), ■ ■ ■ , S(f»; «)).

Definition II'. If L is a linear space with a topology (c/. above), a set S cl

is totally bounded if, for every neighborhood U of 0, a finite number of points

fi, • • • , fn exist in, fi, • • • ,fn all depend on U) such that M c ®(/i+U, ■ ■ ■ ,

U+v)*
Finally, we repeat the well known definition of "compactness" in a form

which is particularly suited for our purposes.

Definition III. If N is any topological space (c/. above) a set S c A is

compact if every infinite set T cS has a condensation point] feS. If we require

only /«A, this expresses (ai least if the countability axiom is satisfied) that S

has a compact closure.

An important fact connecting these notions is that I and II imply III

(with N = M), the proof resulting from a simple application of the diagonal

principle (cf. [1], pp. 108-109). The proof can be transferred immediately to

the non-metric case: I' and II' imply III (with N = L), provided that the

topology of L fulfills Hausdorff's first countability axiom (cf. [l], p. 229,

axiom (9); for the proof, cf. Theorem 15 in this paper). That is: if L is com-

plete and fulfills Hausdorff's first countability axiom, every totally bounded

set 5 c L has a compact closure.

2. It seems desirable, for various reasons, to get rid of the restriction rep-

resented by the countability axiom. Some important examples of linear spaces

do not fulfill it-t Furthermore, the notions of total boundedness and closure-

* If L is a linear space, we use the following notation: (/, gtL; S, TC L; a, ß real numbers):

aS is the set of all ctf,feS;f±S is the set of all/±g, gcS; S± T is the set of nil f±g,feS and geT.
Note that a(S+T)=aS+aT, (aß)S=a(ßS), and S+T=T+S, (S+T)+R=S+(T+R); but only
the weakened conditions aS+ßSO (a+ß)S, (S±T) + To S are valid.

t/is a condensation point of T if %î(T, U) is infinite for every neighborhood U off.

$ For example, Hubert space in its "weak" topology (cf. for instance [2], p. 379); the space of

all bounded operators in Hubert space, in its "strong" and in its "weak" topology (cf. [2], pp. 381-

382; for the discussion of all these topologies, [2], pp. 378-388).
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compactness play an important role in the general theory of almost periodic

functions (cf. the following paper of S. Bochner and J. von Neumann on this

subject), and their equivalence is necessary for the smooth working of this

theory, which makes no other use of the countability axiom, and which there-

fore should be workable without its help. (This has actually been done, loc.

cit., by the use of the results of this paper.) But if we use the definition of

completeness given in I', then II' does not necessarily imply III (that is, total

boundedness does not imply closure-compactness) if the countability axiom

does not hold. Therefore we have to find another definition of completeness

which leads to the desired implication.

The simplest thing is to postulate this directly:

Definition IV. If L is a linear space with a topology, it is topologically

complete if every totally bounded set S cL has a compact closure.

For metric linear spaces, and even for every linear space satisfying the

countability axiom, this is equivalent to the usual definition of completeness

(I or I'; cf. Theorem 15). The various spaces mentioned at the beginning of

this chapter are topologically complete (cf. Theorem 23). The most impor-

tant property of this notion is, however, that if L is topologically complete,

the linear space formed by the functions with a given domain D and with a

range ci is (if subjected to certain restrictions, like boundedness, etc.,

cf. Definition 11) topologically complete too. This is rather obvious for the

Definitions I and I', but not at all for IV; we will prove it in Theorem 18.

All these properties make our notion of topological completeness just as use-

ful for various applications (for instance in the generalized theory of almost

periodic functions, as mentioned above), as the usual notion of (metric)

completeness, while its range of generality is essentially wider.

We now pass on to the exact exposition of the subject.

I. Definitions

3. We define linear spaces in the usual way (cf. for instance [l], pp.

95-97):

Definition 1. The set L is a linear space, if, for f, geL and any real number

a* af and f+g are in L and are defined so that

(D /+* = *+/, (2) (f+g) + h=f+(g+h),

(3) lf = f, (4) a(ßf) = iaß)f,

(5) (a + ß)f = af+ ßf, (6) a(/ + g) = af + ag,

(7) / + h = g + h implies f = g.

* It would be sufficient to admit only rational a's.
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By (3) and (5),/+0/=/; by (1) and (2), if+g)+0f=f+g; by inter-
changing/and g, if+g)+0-g=f+g; by (7), 0f=0g. Thus 0/is independ-

ent of/; and we call it 0 (zero). We have/+0 =/. Writing —/ for ( — 1) •/, (5)

gives/+(-/) =0; writing f-g for/+(-g), (1) and (2) give (J-g)+g=f;

and by (7), x=f—g is the only solution of x+g=f. Now all rules of compu-

tation for 0, —f,f—g are easily deduced.

A metric (or an "absolute value") in L is defined in the usual way (cf.

[l],p.'97):

Definition 2a. The linear set L is metric if, for every feL, a real number

11/11, its lCabsolute value" is defined, such that

(1)    \\f¡\>0iff*0,       (2)    Ml =|aH|/||,      (3)    \\f+g\\¿ 11/11 +|U||.
The metric is then defined by dist (J, g) =\\f—g\\-

This dist (J, g) possesses the characteristic properties of a distance and

can be used to define a topology in L (cf. [1 ], p. 94; also the end of paragraph

1 of this paper). However, we shall not assume that L is metric, but only that

it has a topology. This is done in the following definition, in which it was

attempted to reduce the strength of the postulates to the necessary minimum.

Definition 2b. The linear set L is topological if a set IX of sets U c L is

given such that

(1) if UelX, then OeU,

(2) there is a sequence Ui, U2, ■ ■ • ell such that tyiUi, U2, • • • ) = (0),ff

(3) if U, Veil, there is a Well with Wc<$iU, V),\

(4) if UelX, there is a Veil such that, for every a with —1 ¿a¿ 1, aV c (7,§

(5) if UelX, there is a VeU with V+V z U,%

(6) if feL, ¿Veil, there is an a withfea.U.%

L is "convex" if the further condition

(7) if UelX, then U+Uc2U%

is fulfilled.
f If Hausdorff's first countability axiom holds, (2) is fulfilled by choosing a complete system of

neighborhoods of 0 for Ui, ¿72, • • ■ (cf. [l], p. 229, axiom (9)), but the converse is not true: (2) is

essentially weaker than the countability axiom. This is shown by the examples of Part IV, Theorem

23; cf. [3], p. 264.
X (2) and (3) could be replaced by two other postulates (2') and (3') which extend (2) and re-

strict (3):
(2') there is an aleph N* and a set (17, V, ■ ■ ■ )cU with this aleph N*, such that^itT, V, ■ ■ • )

= (0);

(3') for each set (U, V, ■ ■ ■ )c\X with an aleph <N* there is a WtlX with Wdß(U, V,-- •).

All our discussions could be carried through, with little change, on this basis. In the present form

of (2) and (3), N* = No (the set (U, V, • • • ) is countable).

§ See first footnote on p. 2.
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If L is metric, we consider the spheres (ô>0)

S°ifo; 5): the set of all /with \\f - f0\\ < 5,

S^ifo; 5): the set of all /with \\f - /„|| ¿ 5.

Choosing U as the set of all S°(0; 5) or as the set of all ScliO; 5) makes L

topological and convex (one easily verifies Definition 2b, (l)-(7)), and the

topology, which we will define with the aid of U in Definition 4 and Theorem

6, coincides in this case with the usual metric topology of L.

II. General theorems

4. In the following discussion of Chapters II and III, L is assumed

merely to be a topological space, that is, to fulfill Definition 2b, (l)-(6), ex-

cept where the contrary is expressly stated.

Theorem 1. If Util, A >0, n = 1, 2, • • • , there is, for each value of n, a

Fell such that, for all sets ax, ■ • • , an with — Á¿ai, • • • , anûA,

axV+ ■ ■ ■ +anVcU.

Increasing A and n strengthens the statement, so we may assume

A=2p,n = 2",p,q = 0,l,2, • • • .It is sufficient to obtain AV+ ■ • ■ +AVcU

in addends), because the W oí Definition 2b, 4 (with aW cFfor —l^a^l)

will then have the desired properties. As ^4Fc V+ • • • +V {A addends),*

the statement is strengthened if we replace A, n by 1, An = 2p+q, respectively.

Thus we may assume A = l, n = 2', r = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • . We have to find a Veil

with V+ ■ ■ ■ +V c U (2r addends).

For r = 0 we may choose V = U; if we have a V for any r = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

we can apply Definition 2b, (5), to it, and thus obtain a V for r+l. This

completes the proof.

Definition 3. If S c L, Si is the set of all f for which a UelX withf+ U cS

exists, f

Theorem 2. Su = S{ c S.

OeU,fef+U, so that S.-cS. Therefore 5«c5<. Now if feSi, that is, if

f+UcS, choose a Veil with V+VcU (Definition 2b, (5)). Then for

g*f+V, g+Vcf+V+Vtzf+UcS, and geSi. Thus /+ V cSi, feSu, and
therefore Si c Su. This completes the proof.

Theorem 3. OeUf, (J+S)i=f+Si;if a^O, (a5)< = a5,-; Si+TfC iS+T){.

The  first  two  statements  are  obvious.   If feS{ and /+ U c S,  then

af+aU c aS, and if V is chosen by Theorem 1 with V/a c U, af+ V c aS and

* See first footnote on p. 2.

t Si is the set of inner points of 5 (cf. Theorem 4).
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afeiaS)i. Thus aSi c (c*S)<; substitution of l/a, aS for a, S leads to the re-

sult that iaSi)caSi, proving the third statement. If feSi and geTi,

f+gef+Ti = (f+T)i c (S+T)i, proving the fourth statement.

Definition 4. S is open if S = Si; S is closed if 6S* *i open. This means

that if S is closed, S = S0i, where we define S0i = 6((6S),).t

Theorem 4. Si is open and the greatest open set c S, Sci is closed and the

smallest closed set 3 S.

The statements about S< follow from Theorems 2 and 3 ; those about 50i

result from considering 65.

Theorem 5. For every S, Sc\ = fy(S+U), where U runs over all elements of U.

If UelX, there is a Fell with -VcU (Definition 2b, (4)), and thus

Vc-U. For this reason <ß(S+i7) = ^(S-V) (U, V run over all U). Now

fe^(S— V) means that for every Fell, feg— V for some geS, that is, geS,

gtf+V. But this is equivalent to/eSci.

Theorem 6. In the sense in which Hausdorff defined a topology, using the

open sets as fundamental notions (cf. [l], p. 228), Definition 4 describes a

regular Hausdorff topology, that is, one which fulfills Hausdorff's axioms (l)-(3)

and (6) (cf. [1], pp. 228-229; thus all axioms (l)-(6) are fulfilled).

Ad (1) : 0 and L are obviously open. Ad (2) : If Si, S2 are open, assume

fetyiSi, S2). Then f+UxcSx, f+U2cS2, and so with Fell, Vc%(Ux, U2)
(by Definition 2b, (3)) andf+Vc<$(Sx, S2), proving that/t$ (Si, S2)¿. Thus

V(Sx, Si) is open. Ad (3) : If S, T, ■ ■ • are open, ©(S, T, ■ ■ ■ ) is obviously

open. Ad (6) : Let S be closed,/not an element of 5. Then 6S is open,/e65,

so that Util, f+Uc&S. Choosing Fell with V+VcU (by Definition 2b,

(3)) we have (f+ Vi)cl c (/+ F)ol c/+ V+ V (by Theorem 5) c/+f/c6S,

that is, for T=f+Vt, T is open, feT, and ^5(7ci, S) is empty.

In the following discussions we shall always consider L as topologized by

the topology of Definition 4 and Theorem 6, except where the contrary is

explicitly stated. Thus we can use the whole topological terminology: we can

speak of open and closed sets, which have already been defined in harmony

with this by Definition 4, of continuous functions, limits of sequences, con-

densation points, etc.

Theorem 7. af and f+g are continuous functions of a, f and f, g respec-

tively.

* See second footnote on p. 1.

t Sei, the closure of S, is the set of all points and all condensation points of S (cf. Theorem 4).
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Ad f+g: Assume fo+goeS, S open. Choose UelX, fo+go+UcS, VelX,

V+VcU.Then

ifo + Vi) + igo + Vi) c/o + go + Vi + Vic/o + ¿o + V + 7c/, + ga + UcS,

that is, the sets Ti=f0+Vi, T2 = g0+Vi are open, f0eTi, goeT2, Ti+T2cS.

Ad af: Due to the continuity of f+g (and Definition 1, (5)-(6)) we need

consider only a0 = 0 or/0 = 0. Then, in any event, a0/o = 0, so that we have

the situation OeS, S open. Ad a0 = 0: Choose UeU, UcS, and Fell by The-

orem 1 with n = 2, A = 1. Now choose a ß withf0eßV (by Definition 2b, (6)) ;

then for

"■    —■ ii
max(l, \ß\)

we have a(f0+V) caßV+aV c U cS, that is, the sets

max(l, \ß\)

and T=f0+Vi are open, OeA,f0eT, ATcS. Ad/0 = 0: Choose UelX, UcS

and VelX by Theorem 1 with n = l, -4 = |a0| +1. Then \a—a0\ <1 implies

|e*| ¿A, aVc UcS, that is, the sets A: \a—a0\ <1 and T = Vi are open,

a0eA, OeT, ATcS.

5. We now introduce the notion of boundedness, which is usually con-

sidered as a metric notion. One sees at once, remembering the remarks made

at the end of §3, that our general definition coincides in the case of a metric

L with the usual definition.

Definition 5. S is bounded if, for every UelX, there is an a such that S c aU.

Remark. We could replace herein the UelX by the open sets T with OeT

for if T is such a set, a UelX, U c T, exists, and for UeU an open T, OeT, TcU

exists: T = Ui.

Theorem 8. Every finite set is bounded. If S, ■ • • , T are a finite number

of bounded sets, ©(5, • ■ • ,T) is bounded. If S, T are bounded sets, aS,f+S,

S+T are bounded.

It follows by Definition 2b, (6), that a one-element set (J) is bounded;

therefore every finite set is bounded if the second statement is true. If the

second statement holds for two addends, it holds by induction for any finite

number. Let S, T be bounded, UelX, choose Ve\X by Definition 2b, (4), and

a, ß withScaV, TcßV. Then for 7 = max (|a|, \ß\),

ScaV = y(— VJcyU;
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similarly, TcyU, ©(5, T) cyU. Thus the first two statements are proved.

In the last statement the first part (concerning aS) is obvious ; the second

follows from the third by putting T = if), so that we have to prove only the

third part. Assume UeU, choose VeU by Theorem 1 with n = 2, A = 1. Choose

ß, TwithScßF, TcyV. Then, for S = max(||3|, |t|),

S+ TcßV + yV = d(— v\ + o(— v\cdU.

This completes the proof.

The next definition is a repetition of Definition II' in §1 (cf. the comment

given there).

Definition 6. 5 is totally bounded if, for every UeU, there is a finite number

of elements fi, • • ■ , /„ of L, such that S c<Sifi+U, • • • ,fn+U).

Remark 1. The/i, •••,/„ could be restricted to 5. In this form the con-

dition is obviously sufficient; but it is also necessary: Choose Fell by The-

orem 1, with n = 2, A = l; then V—VcU. Apply Definition 6 to V:

Sc<&igi+V, • • • , gn+V). As the sets g,+ V which contain no point of 5

can be omitted, we may assume that every g,+V contains a point of S, say

f,.Theng,efy-V,Sc®(fi-V+V, • • • ,fn-V+V) c@(/i+ff, ■ ■ ■ ,fn+U).
Remark 2. For the reasons given in the Remark after Definition 5, we

could replace the UeU by the open sets T with OeT in all these considerations.

Remark 3. The set of all real numbers is a particularly simple linear space.

It is clear that its customary metric, ||x|| = absolute value of x, is a metric

in the sense of Definition 2a, and a topology in the sense of Definition 2b

(cf. the end of Part I). The boundedness in the sense of Definition 5, and

the total boundedness in the sense of Definition 6, obviously coincide with

the customary notion of boundedness for real numbers in this case.

Theorem 9. Every finite set is totally bounded. The set of all af, — 1 ¿a ¿ 1

(J fixed), is totally bounded. If S, T are totally bounded, aS, f+S, S+T are

also totally bounded, and so is ©OS, T).

If Li, • ■ ■ , Lk, L are topological linear spaces, if SK c LK and is totally

bounded, k=1, ■ ■ ■ , k, if $(Ji, •••,/*) is a function with the domain /««S«,

k = 1, • ■ -, k, uniformly continuous in this domain, and with a range cL,

then the set of all 5(/i, • • • ,/*), f*eSK, k = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k, is totally bounded.

The statements for finite sets, f+S, ©(S, T), are obvious, and the state-

ment for aS follows from Theorem 1. The statements concerning the sets

af, — 1 ¿a¿ 1, and S+T are both special cases of the last statement ik = 1,

L = set of all real numbers, Li = L, /i is to be replaced by a, §(«) =af; and

k = 2, Li=L2 = L, g(/i, f2) =fi+f2 respectively; cf. Theorem 7 and Remark
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3 after Definition 6). So our only task is to prove that statement. Denote

the U of Zi, • • • , Lk, L by Ui, • • • , 11*, U respectively. If a UelX is given,

the uniform continuity of g means that we can choose UielXx, • • • , Uke\Xk

so that the conditions fK—gKeU„ /«, g^S«, k = 1,--- , k, imply that

SC/ij • • • j /*)-5(gi, ■ ■ • > gk)tU. Now apply Definition 6 and its Re-

mark 1 to S«: S.cSfô.i+t/«, ■ • • , #,,„„+Z7«), g«.i, • ■ • , gK,n¿St. If a

system/«eS«, k = 1, • • ■ , ¿, is given, we have ftegK,VK+U„ with ai\ = l, • • • , n.

for each ««=1, • • • , k, and thus g(/i, •. • • , /*)«S(gi,pi, • • • , g*,,t) + i7. So

if we put w = «i • • • nk, and arrange the %(gi,ru • • • > £*,**) ("« = 1, • ■ • >

w», k = 1, • • • , k) in some order gi, • • • , g„, then our set is contained in

®($l+U,---,$n+U).

Theorem 10. Every totally bounded set S is bounded.

Let S be totally bounded, UelX. Choose Felt by Theorem 1, with w = 2,

A =1, and then /i, • • • ,/„ with S c ©(/i+F, • • • ,/„+F). Select «i, •••,«„

with f,ea,V and put /3 = max (1, | «i|, • ■ -, |a„|);then

/„ + V cayV + V = ß(— v\ + ß(— v) cßU.

Theorem 11. The boundedness itotal boundedness) of S is a necessary and

sufficient condition for that of Se\.

As ScSei, the condition is necessary. If UelX, choose Fell, F+Fell;

then by Theorem 5, Fci c V+ V c U, and thus S caV (or S c ©(/i+F, • • • ,

/„+ F)) implies S0i c aU (or S0i c ©(/i+ [/,-•• ,/n+ £/)). Thus the condition

is also sufficient.

We now investigate convexity.

Theorem 12. If L is convex iDefinition 2b, (7)) then, for Uell and

otx, ■ ■ • , an^0, cYiZ7oi+ • • • +anUci = iax+ • • • +a„)Z70i.

Induction proves this theorem for all n = 1, 2, • • -, if it holds for w = 2.

For «i = a2 = 0 it is obvious, therefore we may assume ai+a2>0. Division

by «i+a2 then gives

aUa + (1 - a)Uoi = Uci (a=-——, 0 á a g 1 ).
\ di + a2 /

As 3 is obvious, we need to prove only c .

Now Definition 2b, (7), states that U+Uc2U; iterated n times, this be-

comes U+ ■ ■ ■ + Z7(2n addends) c2"i/, and, a fortiori, kU+(2" -k)Uc2nU,

k = 0, I, ■ ■ ■ ,2". Thus aU+(l -a) UcU if 0 ¿a g 1 with a dyadic-rational;

from this, consideration of continuity leads to aZ7ci + (l — a)£7ci c f70i for aU

0 ^ a ^ 1, completing the proof.
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Definition 7. Sœnv is the set of all «i/i+ • • • +a„fn, with » = 1, 2, • • • ,

<*i, • • • , a„^0, «i+ • • • +a„ = l,/i, • • • ,/„eS.

Theorem 13. If L is convex, then, for all UeU, iUci)eany = Uci.

This follows immediately from Theorem 12.

Theorem 14. The boundedness itotal boundedness) of S is a necessary con-

dition for that of Scoav; if L is convex, it is also sufficient.

As ScSoonv, the condition is necessary. For the sufficiency we have to

assume that L is convex. If UeU, choose Fell, F+ V cU; then Foonv <= (Fci)oonv

= VoicV+VcU (by Theorems 5, 13). Thus 5caV implies 5MTca:FwaT

caU, settling the case for boundedness. 5c©(/i+F, • • • ,/n+F) implies

S„„nvc©03i/i+ • • • +/?„/„+Foonv) c©03iA+ • • • +ßnfn+U), where the

ßi, • • ■ , ßn run over all combinations with ßi, ■ • ■ ,ßn^0, ßi+ • • • +/3n = l.

If the set of these ßifi+ ■ ■ • +/3„/„ is totally bounded, then this set is con-

tained in ©(gi+¿7, • ■ • , gp+U), and thus 5oonvC@(gi+(7+i7, • • ■ ,

gp+U+U). We could replace U by V, and we would then have S^ny

c<B>igi+U, ■ ■ • , gp+U). This settles the case for total boundedness too,

provided that the set of the ßifi+ • ■ ■ +ßnfn (» and/i, • • • , /„ fixed) is

totally bounded.

This is a subset of the (ßifi+ ■ ■ ■ +ßnfn)-set with O^fr^l, • • -,

0 ¿ß„ ¿ 1. This set is disposed of by Theorem 9, if each set ß,fr, 0 ¿ß, ¿ 1, is

totally bounded, but this again follows from Theorem 9.

Finally we repeat Definition III in §1.

Definition 8. S is compact if every infinite set TcS has a condensation

point feS.

Note that we did not assume that any of Hausdorff's countability axioms

hold (cf. [l], p. 229, axioms (9) and (10)), and that we still are considering

"compactness" and not the Alexandroff-Urysohn "bicompactness" (cf. [3],

[4], in particular [3], pp. 259-260), although the latter is specially adapted

to these cases. The reason is that for the totally bounded sets S compactness

implies the countability axioms (although they need not hold for L, cf.

Theorem 16) and thus bicompactness.

III. TOPOLOGICAL COMPLETENESS

6. The two definitions of completeness which we discussed in §1, I', and

IV, are the following:

Definition 9. L is sequentially complete if every "fundamental sequence"

fi,fi, ■ ■ in L ii.e., every sequence such that for each UeU there is an Wi = «i(t7),

such that m, re^»i imply fm—fneU) is "convergent" ii.e., an f exists such that

for each UeU there is an n2 = n2{U), such that n^n2 implies fn—feU).
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Definition 10. Lis topologically complete if every closed and totally bounded

set ScL is compact.

To characterize the relationship between these two notions, we prove

Theorem 15. Sequential completeness is a necessary condition for topological

completeness; if L satisfies Hausdorff's first countability axiom (cf. above), it is

also sufficient.

Assume first that L is topologically complete, and let fx, /2, • ■ • be a fun-

damental sequence. If Uell, fmefN! + U for m^Nx=Nx(U); thus (/i,/2, • • • )

c©(/i+f/, • ■ • ,fN,+U). So (fx,ft, ■ ■ ■ ) is totally bounded; (fx,ft, ■ • • ).i
is also totally bounded (by Theorem 11) and closed, and thus compact. If

infinitely many fx, f2, • ■ ■ are different,  (fx, ft, • • • )  is an infinite set

c (Jhfi, ' ' ' )oi, and has a condensation point/, that is, an/ such that, for

each Uell, there are infinitely many n for which fnef+U. If only a finite

number of/i,/2, ■ • ■ are different, infinitely many/„ must coincide, and their

common value / has the above property. So such an / exists in any event.

Corresponding to UelX, choose Fell, F+Fc U, Wi = »i(F), and the above/

with respect to V. Then /„—/eF occurs for some w^»i, and fm—fneV for

every m, n^nx; thus, for every m^n1} fm—f=(fm -/«) + (/„ —f)*V+F c U.

Putting n2(U) =nx(V) we see that/i,/2, • • ■ is convergent, and thus L is se-

quentially complete.

Now consider the converse situation. Let L be sequentially complete, let

Ux, U2, ■ ■ • be a complete system of neighborhoods for 0 (cf. [l], p. 229;

this means that for each Uell some Z7n c ¿7), and assume S to be totally

bounded and closed. As every infinite T c S contains a sequence fx, f2, • • • of

distinct elements, we may assume T = (fx, f2, ■ ■ • ). As every fundamental

sequence is convergent and thus has a condensation point /, we need only ex-

hibit a fundamental subsequence /(1),/(2), • • • in a sequence (fx,ft, ■ ■ -)cS.

Now we can apply the well known diagonal process.

ChoOSe gnl,   ■   ■   ■   , gnmn with S C (gnx+ Un,       •   '  , gnmn+Un).  SOHie gxv + Ux,

say v = vx, contains infinitely many elements /i(1), /2(1), • • • of the sequence

fx, f2, • • ■ • Some gtv + Ut, say v = v2, contains infinitely many elements

fxm,fé2), ■ • ■ of the sequence /i(1),/2(1), • • • . And so on. Now put /w =/i<«,

/t» =/,<«, .... If Ue\X, choose FeU, V-VcU (cf. Definition 2b, (4),

(5)) and UpcV. For »^)/w=/»(",) belongs to (/i(m),/2(m), • • • ), thus to

(/i(p),/2(p), • • • ), and to g^+Up. Thus, for m, n^p, f^-f^eUp-Upc V

— VcU. Putting nx(U)=p we see that/(1),/(2), • • • is fundamental, thus

completing the proof of the topological completeness of L.

As our main interest belongs to the cases in which L violates the count-

ability axiom, and as the equivalence of sequential and of topological com-
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pleteness has not been established for them, we continue by investigating the

properties of topological completeness.

Theorem 16. If L is topologically complete and S totally bounded, then if

we consider S as a space with the topology of L, this is a normal and separable

Hausdorff topology in S, that is, one which fulfills Hausdorff's axioms (l)-(3),

(8), and (10) (c/. [1], pp. 228-229; thus all axioms (1)-(10) are fulfilled).

Remark. For this reason we can replace condensation points in S by

limits of convergent sequences.—

As ScSd and as Sci is also totally bounded, we may consider Sci instead

of S, that is, we can restrict ourselves to closed sets S. Then S is compact.

The topology of L fulfilled axioms (l)-(3), (6) in L, therefore it also fulfills

them in 5. Let us therefore consider the other axioms.

Ad (9): Choose Uh U2, ■ ■ ■ by Definition 2b, (2), with <P((7i, U2, ■ ■ ■ )

= (0). Now choose (by Definition 2b, (3), (5)) V„eU, Vn+VncUn and

IF„eU, WnCtyiVi, ■ ■ ■ , Vn). Let T be an open set, OeT. Assume that, for

» = 1, 2, • • • , ^iWn, S) is not a subset of <ß(r, S). Then there exists an/„

with fne^iWn, S),fn not an element of $(T, S). If infinitely many/i,/2, • • •

are different, (/i, f2, ■ ■ ■ ) is an infinite set c S, and has a condensation point

/, that is, an/ such that, for each UeU, there are infinitely many m for which

fmef+U.li only a finite number oifi,f2, ■ ■ ■ are different, infinitely many/n

must coincide, and their common value / has the above property. So such an

/ exists in any event. Choose m>,n and fmef+U. fmeWmc Vn, fme(íT, so

that/ is a point or a condensation point of Fn and of <&T; hence /e(Fn)0i

c F„+F„c Un (by Theorem 5), and/«ST (gr is closed). Thus/dß(i7i, U2,

• • ■) = i0),f=0eT, contradicting the condition that/e<57\ This proves that

an « = 1,2, • • •with<ß(lF„,5)c^(r,5)mustexist,sothat(iFi)<, (W2),-, • • •

form a complete system of neighborhoods of 0 in S, and/+(PFi),-, f+iW2)t,

• ■ ■ form a complete system of neighborhoods of/in S (consider 0 in —f+S).

Ad (10): Take the Wi, W2, ■ ■ • constructed above and choose XneU,

Xn—XncWn (by Theorem 1, n = 2, A = l, and then gni, ■ • • , gnmn with

5 c ©(g„i+(An),-, • • • , gnmn+(X„)i). If an open set T and an/e^ß(5, T) are

given, there is an n for which $(5, f+Wn) c^ß(5, T), and a v with fegn,

+ (An),-. Then gw + (An)fc/-(An),-+(An)ic/+(An-An)i (by Theorem 3)

cf+Wn, and fiS, g„ + iXn)i) c Ç(5, f+Wn) c Ç(5, T). So in the sequence

of open sets gn, + (Xn)i, n = l, 2, • • • , v = l, ■ ■ ■ , mn, we can find, for every

open set T and every/e$(S, T),a.T' with fefiS, T')cfiS, T). Therefore

they form a complete system of neighborhoods in S.

Ad (8): In separable spaces regularity implies normality (cf. [5]), that
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is, (8) follows from (6) and (10).f

7. We are now in a position to formulate and prove the fundamental

Theorem 18.

Definition 11. If D is an arbitrary set, LD is the set of all functions F (a)

with the domain D and a range cL (that is, aeD, F(a)eL). A function F (a)

is "bounded" if its range (the set of all F(a), aeD) is bounded (see Definition 5,

this set being cL). The set of all bounded FeLD is LbD. If UelX, define a set

U' c LbD as the set of all FeLbD with a range c U. The set of all U' is U'.

Remark. If L is metric, this boundedness means that the (real-numerical)

function ||F(a)|| should be bounded. Our U' corresponds to the metric ||F||'

of LbD defined by ||F||' = l.u.b.||F(a)||.

Theorem 17.1% forms with IX' a topological linear space, that is, it satisfies

Definition 2b, (l)-(6). It is convex, that is, it also satisfies Definition 2b, (7),

provided that L is convex.

All parts of this theorem are obvious.

Theorem 18. If L is topologically complete, so is Lb.

Remark. It is easily seen that this statement holds for sequential com-

pleteness instead of for topological completeness. But, in view of the ap-

plication to the generalized theory of almost periodic functions, and because

we believe that this notion of completeness is the natural one, it is important

to prove our theorem in its present form.—

Let S*cLb be a closed and totally bounded set; we have to prove that

it is compact. As every infinite T* c S* contains a sequence gi, $2, • • ■ of

distinct elements, we may assume 7* = (gi, g2, • • • )•

For a fixed aeD denote the set of all g (a), geS*, by Ra. As S* c ©(gi+ U',

■ ■ ■ , gn+U') implies that Ra c ©(gi(a) + U, ■ ■ ■ , g„(a) + U),Ra is totally

bounded, and, with it, Ra—Ra and (Ra—Ra)o\ (by Theorems 9, 11). The lat-

ter set is also closed, and as it is contained in L, it is compact. Thus Theorem

16 applies to it; and, in particular, the open sets (Wi)i, (W2)i, ■ ■ • constructed

in the part "Ad (9)" of its proof form a complete system of neighborhoods of

0 in (Ra—Ra) oi- (Note that the (WH)i do not depend on (Ra—Ra)e\, that is,

on a; but if we choose for an open set T with OeT the p = piT, a) with

^HRa-Ra)ci, WP) c^iiRa-Ra)oi, T) does depend on T and on a.)

Now apply the diagonal process used in the last paragraph of the proof of

Theorem 15 to gi, g2, ■ • • and W[, W'2, ■ ■ ■ in Lb (instead of fx, ft, • • • and

t Tychonoff proves, loc. cit., only normality, that is, Hausdorff's axiom (7) ([l], p. 229). But

if we replace in his result ( [5 ], p. 140) the closed sets F, # by two sets F, <t> without common condensa-

tion points, and the space R by F+4> (in which F, 0 are relatively closed), (8) obtains. (Hausdorff's

notations for F, $, R are Fi, F2, E.)
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Ui, U2, • • • in L, which we considered there). As S* is totally bounded (as 5

was there) we obtain a subsequence g(1>, g(2>, ■ ■ ■ , such that, for each W¿,

an nl =niip) exists so that m, n^ni imply g(m) — %weW/. Thus g(m)(a)

— g(n)(a) eWp. If any open set T c L with OeT is given, there is a p = piT, a)

with fHRa-Ra)oi, Wp)c^HRa-Ra),l, T). As g<->(ö) -g<">(a)«Aa-A0

c (A„-Aa)0i, we thus have g(m)(a) -g<n)(a) eT. Putting miT, a) = n{ ipiT,a)),

we see that g(1)(a)> g(2)(a), • • • is a fundamental sequence (in L) in the

sense of Definition 9 (w, #è«i implying g("°(a) — g(n)(a)er). As Z, is topolog-

ically complete, it is also sequentially complete (by Theorem 15), and so

g(1,(a)> g(2)(a), • • • is convergent. Denote its limit by g(a) (we know so far

only that %eLD).

We constructed above an n{ = n{ ip), independent of a, such that, for

m, n^n{, g<m>-g<nWp'. (Note that, for an arbitrary open set T, OeT, in

the place occupied by Wv, the corresponding Mi = »i(r, a) would have de-

pended on a.) Thus g<m>(a) -g<">(a)eTFp, g(m)(a)-g(a)e(PFp)„i.

Now assume that there exists a U'eU', such that, for infinitely many n,

g(n)_g ¡s not eu> Then we can select a subsequence 5ia>, S2(1>, ■ • • from

g(D; g(2>) . . . such that, for all n, gi<"> -g is not eU'. Now choose Fell,

V+Vc U, and repeat the preceding construction with gi(1), g2(1), • • • and

V, Wi, Wt, • • • instead of with gi, %»,■■- and Wu W2, ■ ■ ■ . We obtain a

subsequence g2(1), g2(2), • • • of gi(1), gi(2), • • ■ and a © such that, for every

aeD, ®(a) is the limit of g2(1) (a), g2<2) (a), • • ■ . But this is a subsequence of

%ll)(a), g(2)(a), • • • and therefore has the limit g (a); thus g(a) = ®(a) for

all aeD, and g = ®. Furthermore, we have, from a certain n on (it is ni' (1),

if nl ' (p) is the analogue of n{ (p) in the present construction, and thus inde-

pendent of a) $2{n)ia)-%(a)eVcicV+VcU, g2<"> -geî/'. But as g2<»,

g2(2), • • • is a subsequence of gi(1), gi(2), • • • we should always have g2(n) — g

is not eU'. This is a contradiction. Thus there is an n2 =n2(U') for every

U'eU' such that n^n2 implies g(n) — geZ7'. (Remember that the sequence

g(1), g(2>, • • • is independent of U'.) So if geZf, it is the limit of the sequence

g(1>> S<2>, • " " and therefore a condensation point of the original sequence

gi, g2, • • ■ . Thus the compactness of S* would have been established.

Assume U'eU'. We proceed as in the last paragraph of the proof of

Theorem 8. Choose Fell, V+VcU and JFeU, aWcVii -1 ¿a¿í. There

is an n such that g„-geW', that is, all g„(a)-g(a)eJF. The set of all

g„(a), aeD, for this n, is bounded, say cßW. Thus, with y = max (1, \ß\),

g(a) = g„(a) - (gn(a) - g(a))e¿W - W

= y(—w\ + y(-WJ C  y(V + V) C  yU.
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So the set of all g (a), aeD, is bounded, and ge7f. This completes the proof.

IV. Non-metric examples

8. Many metric and complete linear spaces are known, so that it is not

necessary to point out such examples. By Theorem 15, our notion of topologi-

cal completeness gives nothing new as long as L satisfies Hausdorff's first

countability axiom. For this reason those examples will be of particular in-

terest which violate this axiom. We mentioned three such spaces in the last

footnote on page 2, and we shall discuss them now in detail.

Definition 12. Denote Hilbert space by § and the space of all bounded linear

operators in £> by 33 (cf. for instance [6], Chapter I; [7], Chapter I, paragraph

2; [2], PP- 372-373). There are various ways to define sets 11 for L = ÍQ or 33, of

which we shall consider the following. (Cf. [2], pp. 378-388, where the discus-

sion of all these topologies is to be found. The notations \\f\\, (f, g), etc. are ex-

plained in each of the above references.)

(a) For any b>0 define Uiib) as the set of all feiQ with ||/|| ^b; IXi is the

set of all Uiib).

(b) For any w = l, 2, • • • , fa, ■ ■ ■ , fae§, 5>0, define U2ifa, ■ • ■ , <t>n; b)
as the set of all /e§ with \(f, fa)\ —b for v = 1, • • • , n; IX2 is the set of all

U2(fa, ■ ■ • , fa; b).
(c) For any 5 >0 define Ui(b) as the set of all Ae$8 with ||| A ||| ;£ 5, where

\\\A\\\-    Lu.b.    M
1    '     f*$,f*o 11/11

ithat is, the set of all Ae$8 with \\Af\\ ̂ ô||/|| identically); IX¡ is the set of all

Us(b).

(d) For any n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , fa, ■ ■ ■ , </>„e§, 5>0, define Ui(fa, ■ ■ ■ , </>„; S)
aj the set of all Ae$8 with \\Afa\\ ̂ b for v = l, ■ ■ ■ , n; Ui is the set of all

Ui(fa, ■ ■ ■ , <pn; b).

(e) For any n = l, 2, • • - , fa, fa, ■ ■ ■ , fa, fae$, 5>0, define Ut(fa,
fa, ' " ' , 0», <An; b) as the set of all Ae$5 with | (A fa, fa) \ ¿b for v = 1, • • - , n;
Us is the set of all Us(fa, fa, • ■ • , fa, fa,; b).

llx describes the strong, IX2 the weak topology of íq; U3 describes the uni-

form, II4 the strong, Us the weak topology of 33.

Theorem 19. § and 33 are convex topological linear spaces (that is, they

fulfill Definition 2b, (l)-(7)) in all five topologies of Definition 11.

The proof is immediate.
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Theorem 20. §, Ui and 33, U3 are originated by metrics (in the sense of the

remark after Definition 2b), with the absolute values \\f\\ and \\\ A ||| respectively.

Both are sequentially, and thus topologically, complete.

The metric properties are verified immediately. Sequential completeness

is one of the fundamental properties of £>, Ui (cf. [6], pp. 66 and 111), and

extends from it immediately to 33, U3. Topological completeness follows by

Theorem 15.

We now investigate the non-metric topologies §, U2 and 33, U4 or U6-

Theorem 22 has some independent interest.

Theorem 21. ^4 set S c § or 33 is totally bounded in the topology U2 or Us

ithese are the weak topologies), if and only if the ireal-numerical) sets of all

I (/,</>) I, feS, or I (Afa yji)1, .4eS, are bounded for every choice of fafe or fa faÍQ

(no uniformity is required).

Consider §, U2. If S is totally bounded, take U = U2(cp; 1), 5c@(/,

+ U, ■ ■ ■ , fn+U). Then each feS is such that | (/—/», <A)| ̂1 for some

v = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, and thus

\(f,fa\ =     max    I (f„ fa\+l,

proving the necessity of our condition. To prove its sufficiency, consider a

Uell2, that is, U = U2(fa, ■ ■ ■ , fa; b). Choose c^\(f, fa)\ for all feS,
v = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, and choose 2V = 1, 2, • • • with 23/2c/N^b. Consider all A72n

systems of 2n integers p1} ffi, • • • , p„, o-„= —7V+1, — N+3, ■ ■ ■ , N — 1. If

for a combination pu <n, • • • , p„, <rn there exists an / with

Of   —   1 Pr +   1
-c è m, 4>i) = —7^0,

N   —«™-   N

a, — 1 a, + 1
—TT-c£$if,fa)ú——c   iora\\v=l,---,n,

N N

choose one and call it/„,,...,,».. The number of these f,,,„,...Pn„n is finite, say

M^N2n; let us denote them by/a>, ■ • • ,fim. One easily sees that, for each

feS, there exists some fM with

\W-fw,*.)\ £j>  \3if-fw,*>)\  Sy^foraU*- 1, •••,«,

implying that

23l2c

\(f-f",4>.)\  =£ —^5.
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Thus Sc<B(fw + U, ■ ■ ■ ,f-m + U), proving the total boundedness of our

set S, and the sufficiency of our condition.

33, Us are discussed in the same way.

Theorem 22. A set S c íq or 33 is totally bounded in the topology U2 or Us,

if and only if it is bounded in the topology lli or U¡ ithese are the metric topol-

ogies), that is, if the ireal-numerical) set of all ||/||, feS, or ||| A [||, AeS, is

bounded.

Consider §, U2. If ||/|| ¿c, then | (/, c6)| ^||/|| -||c»|| ¿c\\<t>\\, proving the

total boundedness by Theorem 21, and thus the sufficiency of our condition.

To prove the necessity, assume S totally bounded and the absolute values

11/11, feS, not bounded. For each » = 1,2, • • • choose fneS, \\f„\\ ̂ n2. For each

<P> I (/n, <t>)\ are bounded (by Theorem 21). Thus limnHh00 ||/n/«|| = °° and, for

each 4>, lim«,«, (/„/«, e/>)=0, contradicting a basic property of "weak con-

vergence" (cf. [2], p. 380, footnote 32, those considerations being a special

case of a result of S. Banach, cf. [8], Theorem 5, pp. 157-160). Thus our

condition is necessary.

S3, U5 are discussed in the same way (using [2], p. 382, footnote 35).

Theorem 23. Each of the three topologies U2, for §, IU and Us for S3 violate

both countability axioms of Hausdorff, but all three are topologically complete.

Hausdorff's first countability axiom is not fulfilled, by [2], p. 380 and

pp. 382-383 ; hence the second is not fulfilled either. Every UVtotally bounded

set 5 c § is a subset of some set Uii¿) : ||/|| ¿c. Now the latter sets are all

compact (cf. [2], p. 381, footnote 34), and S, being a closed subset of a com-

pact set, is also compact. Therefore § with U2 is topologically complete.

93 with U5 is discussed in the same way.

It remains to discuss 33 with UV We may replace every ^4e33 by its adjoint

A*; then AeUiicpi, ■ ■ ■ , </>„, 5) means that ||;l*c/>„|| ¿5 for v = l, • ■ • , n. This

means that, for every /e§ with ||/|| = 1, | iA*<pt, f)\ ¿ô (the sufficiency

follows from Schwarz's inequality, the necessity from the substitution

f=A*4>,/\\A*4>r\\), that is, | 04/, </>„) | ¿ ô. The bounded linear operators A are

characterized by the properties Aiaf) =aAf (a any complex number),

A(f+g) =Af+Ag within the set 53i of all operators A, subject only to the re-

striction A (af) = aAf(a > 0). The boundedness condition | (Af, g)\ ¿c-\\f\\-\\g\\

(or 11,4/| I ¿c-1 l/l |, cf. the remark made above), with some fixed c>0, is re-

quired in any case. If we use the topology analogous to U* in 33i, 33 is a closed

subset of 33i, therefore topologically complete if 33i is topologically complete.

For the operators A of 33i we may restrict the definition domain to the set

Si: 11/11 =1, as A(af) =aAf(a>0) then allows a unique extension to §. Now

in this interpretation 33i, 1U coincides exactly with the £>£' of §, U2, from
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Definition 11, and thus it is topologically complete by Theorem 18. This

completes the proof.

V. THE PSEUDO-METRICS IN CONVEX SPACES

9. If L is topological and convex, that is, if L fulfills Definition 2b,

(l)-(7), we can define a family of notions, each of which is an analogue to the

absolute value, and which together describe the topology of L. In various

applications (for instance, in the theory of almost periodic functions) this

can be used to replace the metric, even when the countability axioms are

violated.

Theorem 24. If L is topological and convex, (at/)0i c ißU)ifor UeU and

0<a<ß.

By Definition 2b, (7), 27+¿7 c 2 (7; repeating this n times, U+ ■ ■ ■ +U

(2- times) c 2nU, and thus, a fortiori, (2"-2)¿7+í7+i7c2ni7. Therefore

(2"-2)27ci c (2»-2)27+i7 (by Theorem 5) c (2"t7), = 2"í7<, ((2»-2)/2«)í/0i

c Ui. By Theorem 12, 0<a<l implies at70iCa(7oi+(l — a)t7ci = Ua\, and,

upon replacing a by a/ß and multiplying by ß, 0 <a <ß, aUci cßUa\. Now for

0<a<ß we can find an integer n for which a//3<(2n —2)/2"<l, and then

/2" - 2      \
«¿7clc ß\——uA c ßUi.

Definition 13. For feL and UeU consider the set of all a >0 withfeaU. Its

g.l.b. is denoted by ||/||p.

Theorem 25. \\f\\v is finite, ^0, and continuous. 2/a^O, \\otf\\u = a\\f\\u',

furthermore, \\f+g\\u¿\\f\\v+\\s\\u- ll/l|y = 0 means that fef (aZ7 over all

a>0) = i+0)UA

As /3/is continuous, for small ß>0, ßfeU, feU/ß; thus the a-set is not

empty and ||/||^ is finite; it is obviously non-negative. || af\\u = a\\ f\\u is obvi-

ous fora >0; fora = 0 it states merely that ||o||^ = 0. lifeaU, geßU, Theorems

12 and 24 imply that/+ge(a+#)(70l c (a+/3+S)27 for every 5>0; from this

it follows that ||/+g||i7 = ||/||t/+||í!Ílí7- The last statement is obvious. It re-

mains to prove the continuity of ||/||y-

Assume 0<a<||/„||£</3. (If ||/o||£ = 0 then omit the a.) Choose a', ß'

wXh a<a' <\\f0\\^<ß' <ß. Then foeß'U cßUiJoisnot ea'U oaUcufoeWUi,

6(a¿7oi)). If an/belongs to this set, we have feßUi cßU, fis note aUa\OaU,

and thus ag||/||u^/3. Furthermore, ^(^¿7,-, E(ai70i)) is obviously open,

proving the continuity of ||/||p.

t We write (+G)U in order to distinguish this set from 0Í7, which of course is (0).
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Theorem 26. The sets \\f—fo\\v<b, foeL, UelX, 5>0, form a complete

system of neighborhoods in L. (It would be sufficient to consider b = 1.)

As ||/—/o|| p is continuous in /, these sets are all open. If S is an open set,

foeS, there is a Uell with f0+UcS, and ||/—/o||t?<l implies f—faeU,

fefo+ U c S. Thus the set ||/—/o|| y < 1 contains f0 and is contained in S.

We could extend ||a/||p=a||/||p from the non-negative a's to aU real

a by introducing ||/||t/ = max (||/||p, ||—/||p), but we shall not discuss this

further here.

Note that in metric spaces L (cf. the remark after Definition 2b), the

functions \\f\\% with U=S°(0; b) or with U=Scl(0; 5) coincide with each other

and with their ||/|| v, all of them being equal to ||/||/5. If L is only topological

and if we form Lb by Definition 11, then obviously

HsllJ. = u.b.||g(x)||c;.

Appendix I

10. We wish to make two remarks which are useful for some applications.

Remark 1. The linear space L, as defined in Definition 1, may allow

complex numbers a (instead of the real ones alone) as factors. We then call

L complex linear and we change Definition 1 so as to admit in its conditions

(4), (5), (6) also complex a and ß. Then Definition 2a for the metric should be

formulated with complex a's in its condition (2). But the important change

is the one in Definition 2b for topological 7,'s : here condition (4) must include

all complex a's with | a | g 1 instead of only the real a's with — 1 g a g 1. Then

Theorem 7, stating the continuity of af as a function of a and/, can be proved

without any changes. (Note that the definition of convexity, Definition 2b,

(7), is unaffected, and that Definition 7, Theorems 12 and 13 remain restricted

to real coefficients.)

This stronger form of Definitions 2b, (4), which we call (4'), can be re-

placed by the following two conditions :

(4i) if Uell, there is a FeU, such that, for every real a with O^agl,

aVcU,

(4i ) if UeU, there is a VeU with iVcU.

(4Í) and (42'), with the help of (3) and (5), include (4'): Choose V+V

cU,W with aTFcF for O^a^l, X with iXcW, Y with iYcX, Z with
iZc Y, S c 'iß(IF, X, Y, Z), where V, W, X, Y, Z, 2 are all éU. Thus *"H c W
for w = 0, 1, 2, 3. Now if a complex a is such that | a| ^ 1, we can write

a=imß+iny, m = 0, 2;n = l,3;ß, y real; 0^/3, 7^1. Thus a'2cßim'2+yin'E

c ßW+yW c F+ V c U, proving (4') as we stated it.
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Remark 2. If L is convex and S cL, then

oonvjcl/conv —   v^couvjol-

As the left side obviously 3 the right side, we need only prove c. And

as (5conv)conT=>S'oonv, we may write T for Soonv and prove (roi)oonv c (rconv)0i.

Assume UeU, choose Fell, F+Fci7. Then Foonvct7 (cf. the beginning of

the proof of Theorem 14), and Tci c T+ V, iT0i)eonY c Toony+FoonT = TmnT+ U.

Thus iTodoonyCtyiTvonv+U), where U runs over all elements of U. By

Theorem 5, the right side is = (roonv)ci, thus (roi)ooiiv c (2,0onv)oi, completing the

proof.

Appendix II

11. The coefficients a, which occur in Definition 1, play an important role

in the applications of this theory, but the theory itself could be developed

without them. That is, we could work on the basis of Definition 1, parts (1),

(2), (7) alone; in other words, the theory could be extended from linear spaces

to Abelian groups (except, of course, for the statements about convexity).

Definition 2a has then to be restricted to (1), (3), and Definition 2b to (1),

(2), (3), (4) with a= -1 only, and (5). Note that (1), (2), (3) are general

topological axioms, while (4), (5) express that —/ and f+g (that is, the

"group operations") are continuous.

After these changes are made all our considerations remain almost unal-

tered, except that the notion of "boundedness" must be avoided (because

Definition 2b, (6), on which it is based, has been omitted); it has to be re-

placed by "total boundedness."
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